Eduschools

Eduschools are the school solutions branded as Eduschools. The vision of Eduschools is to nurture the inherent potential and talent of each child and create lifelong learners who will be the leaders of tomorrow. Our aspiration is to create global citizens who are innovative and have a strong sense of values.

The Eduschools are operational in Bangalore, Chennai, Noida, Gurgaon and Mohali.

We have entered into collaboration with Ansal API, along with associate company KTIL, to provide land and infrastructure on a 60 years lease basis for building up schools all over India.

Eduschools have also signed an MOU with Raffles Institution, Singapore to set up schools in India.

The Eduschools are powered by the Millennium Learning System (MLS). MLS is the framework for underlying school ecosystem including the school's culture, philosophy, infrastructure, curriculum, lesson plans, learning levels and curricular activities.

The foundation of our Eduschools system stems from the value system that we follow. For us, human values are a prime concern both in our content and pedagogy. Our thought and philosophy is based on deep rooted Indian values yet integrated with a global mindset, thus creating citizens of the world. Our policies represent a vibrancy and sensitivity to the needs of all the stakeholders.

Our Policies or mindscape are a commitment to change, ensuring that we are not static. Each aspect of the school has a laid down policy to ensure that the message is clear to all our stakeholders. From a minor policy of 'How to keep the classroom clean' to 'Discipline' and 'MIS' issues, each area is structured and documented.

From this mindscape we develop human beings who are open-minded, critical thinkers, disciplined yet energetic in thought and action. This is visible in both our learners and the facilitators.

In the Indian context we believe all our practices lead to 'Sa Vidhya Ya Vimukthaye' meaning 'Education is that which liberates'.